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DISARMAMENT

ARE KILLED

PLAN IS

a" A

FOO HARDING WANTS

ENVOYS DECIDE
ON REPORT

MILITARY

EXPLOSION
The

DEAD ARE NEGROES, TWO
WHITE MEN AMONG, THE
SCORES INJURED
FIRE THREATENSAFTER ELAST
Twenty Small Houses Were Splinter,
ed; a Portion of the" Oil Plant
was Wrecked and Threw
People Every Way.
Memphis, Tenn. Ten negroea dead,
approximately a Bcore Injured, some
probably fatally, and property damage
estimated at $200,000 makes up the
known toll of an explosion of "casing
head" gasoline awaiting unloading
from a tank car to the plant of the
Coylar Reese company In North Men
phis which let go with a blast that
wrecked a part of the oil plant, leveled
a block of frame dwellings artd shook
the entire north end of the" city.
Of the Injured two are white per
sons, L. C. Scott, superintendent of the
Reese plant, and L. C. Wilder, truck
superintendent. Doth were badly burned but physicians say they will re

Austrian Case is Puzzlin- gOpinions Differ as How to Aid
Nations.

Paris. After rejecting a proposal to
turn the Austrian financial problem
over to the league of nations, the
allied supreme council decided to ap
point a commission to make a thor
ough inquiry into the entire question
of the economic situation In Europe
with particular reference to Austria.
The council took this action in view
of the opinion of the conferees, that,
as the Austrian situation involved the
entire European economic situation it
was advisable to have this situation
thoroughly Inquired into, through the
most competent representatives of the
allied countries obtainable.
Allied Representatives.
These representatives,
it was de
cided, will be Sir Robert Hore, president of the British board of trade,
Louis Louchar, France, Signor Glan-nlntbe Italian economic expert, and
probably the ministers of commerce of
other allied countries, including Belgium. The commission was appointed
at the meeting in the near future
att he meeting. It was expected to
meet In the near future and ex
pedite its work in order that definite
decisions might be taken before the
close of the conference here.
During the discussion in the council
the general opinion, was developed
that it was useless to try to do anything fqr Austria apart from the solu
tion of the economic problems of the
neighboring countries, with which
Austria's future is bound to be close
ly connected, and the suggestion from
the ' Austrian section of the reparations commission for an advance to
Austria of $25,000,000 yearly for .ten
years, guaranteed by pledges on Austria's resources, was not acted upon.
The tendency is, it appeared, tg reject any proposition likely to involve
increased taxation for France and
Great Britain.
i,

Spontaneous Combustion Blamed.
Coylr Reese, president the oil com
pany, attributed the explosion ' to
spontaneous
combustion due to the
contact Of vapor escaping from the
tank car- when the metallic cap was
removed preparatory to unloading the
car, came in contact with the atmosphere. .
t
"rtie tank car which contained 8,000
gallons of caBlnghead gasoline produced by the absorption process, was
chipped here from Kelleyville, Okla
homa, Mr. Reese stated, and was load
d In a low temperature.
When the cap was remover, accord
lng to this theory, the vapor came in
contaet with such higher atmospheric
conditions here and the explosion fol
lowed. It was stated that representatives of the United State bureau of ex
plosions and experts from the refinery
from which the car was shipped will
arrive to definitely determine the
cause of the blast.
Tenement Houses Splintered.
When the explosion occurred a row
f frame tenement houses along an
entire block were splintered and the
occupants blown to the streets or
caught under the falling timbers
Most of those killed outright- - were
- badly
mangled while several of the
injured were so badly burned they
died soon after reaching a hospital.
When police and firemen reached the
scene the streets and alleys in the
vicinity were littered with splintered
timbers and torn and twisted household goods with the dead and Injured
caught in the tangled maze of wreckage.
Andrew McKlnley, the negro who
was removing the dome from the tank,
car when the explosion occurred, was
hurled several hundred feet through
the air. He wag badly burned and Is
dead. McKlnley was quoted as say.
lng that, when he removed the cap
gas rose to a height of twenty feet
and formed a pall of black smoke
which Ignited and exploded.
AlnuM simultaneously pools of oil
on the ground caught fire and a second explosion occurred. One report
was that McKlnley used a chisel In
attempts to remove the cap from the
car. This, however, has not been veriMr. RetSie stated that his Infied.
vestigation disproved any theory other
than that the explosion was caused
toy spontaneous combustion.
Besides the damage in the immediate vicinity window glasses within a
Tadiua of several blocks which were
shattered by the concussion which
was felt a distance of half a mile from
the scene. Two sheds at the plant ot
the Colyar Reese plant were lifted
bodily from their foundations and fell
In a heap.
Fire which followed In the wake of
the explosion completed the work of
destruction. The flames were checked,
however, before they spread beyond
the splintered wreckage of the
dwellings.
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Attention Claim Holders

A1Y

I have a complete set of plat books for Kexma
and surrounding country for several miles and
am prepared to attend to any land business that
you may have.

APPROPRIATION
BILL SUB- MITTED WITH BIG CUT
FOR 1921
OrLYKEED ARMY OF

A. C. White

150,000

U.

ROADS

REDUCE

Chicago Lines Plan to Lay Off 10,000
Employes.

'

Chicago. Railway executives on
lines centering in Chicago are devising means whereby 10,000 employes
may be trimmed from the railroads'
payrolls within the next 30 days. More
ttian 20,000 men already have been
laid off, it was learned and the reductions in working forces are not yet at
an end.
Western railroads have not yet
adopted the plan of the Pennsylvania
system which recently maife a 30 per
cent reduction In operating forces and
a fifty per cent cut In office forces.
Railroads .here are simply reducing
their forces where reductions are possible without adopting any specific
plan for a definite reduction.
Estimates available show that the
Chicago, Burlington and Qulncy road
has dropped from 4,000 to 5,000 men
from its rolls; the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Taul, 5,000 to 6,000; the
6,000 to
Chicago and Northwestern
7,000; Illinois Central 2,500 and the
Chicago and Alton, between 400 and
500.

CLEAR

SCHWAB
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Ever Heard,"
Steel Magnate Says of Action.

e
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Kmaa, N. M.

ED. J. NEER,

Hands Recommended.
Washington. Provision has been
made in the annual army appropriation bill for an army of only 150,000
at the Bugegstion of President-elec- t
Anthony of
Harding, Representative
Kansas, chairman of the house approwhich drafted
priations
the measure, said in announcing that
the bill was ready to be reported to
the house.
The proposed army of 150,000
which compares with the present army
of about 213,000. men, and with the
army of 175,000 men fixed in a resolution recently adopted by the house
by Mr.
and senate, was sugested
Harding as a proper maximum. Chairman Anthony said, at the reeent conference which he held with the president-elect
at Marion.
The army appropriation bill, which
probably will be submitted to the
house carries appropriations totalling
1328,000,000 which sum represents a
reduction of $62,000,000 from the appropriation for the present year, and
a cut of more lEan half in the esti
mates amounting to 1 690,000,000 sub
mitted fcv the war department.
Civilians to Be Cut.
The most' drastic of the appropria
tion cuts, Chairman Anthony saldwas
in the amount provided for the pay
of civilian employes of the army and
war department. The decrease decld-Bon by the committee, he said, would
reduce the number of such employees
f
and mean the dismissal
bv
of from 30,000 to 50,000 employes.
Nearly all - construction would be
eliminated under the bill.
The committee, Mr. Anthony said,
felt that the American troops in Germany would be withdrawn in a few
months and this influenced it In framing the bill. Testimony before them,
he said, showed that the expenses of
maintaining the" troops on the Rhine
to December 1, amounted to $270,000,- 000 of which Germany had paid only
e
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Undertaker and Embalms
LICENSED
BOARD
CaHa answered day or night Office phone 67 two rtasi.
Residence, 67 three rinys. Agent for Roswell and AmariUo
Greenhouses. PorUlea, New Mexico.
Complete Line of Caskets and Robea
x

BY-8TAT- E
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Old Time Preparations Are Good

and you will find them all here front DobeH's solution to
the end of the chapter. All correctly compounded and bearing
the guaranteeing label of

t

"WJ

YhfscaWkw pood, sfffijiTZc

ROSWELL, N. M.

- CO TO
KEMP LUMBER CO.
ELIDA, N. M.
.

For Wire, Posts, Cement, Lumber and Building
Material Sash. Doors and Hardware

3. C BRIDGES, Manager.

130,000,000.

'As far as we know," the chairman

added, "the war department is making
bo effort to make Germany pay up."
Sell 10,000 Trucks.

The bill would direct the war de
partment to Bell 10,000 of its 40,000 reserve motor trucks, and 20,000 of Its
88,000 surplus horses and mules.
The air servioe under the bill would
get $19,200,000 of which $4,000,000 is
for new production.
Approximately $1,500,000 is provided
for chemical warfare.
tank capable of
An "amphibious"
going under water has been developed,
Mr. Anthony said, and the appropria
tion for the tank corps contemplated
a number of them.

KEIillA BANK & TRUST COMPANY.

KcnnOf New Mexico.

.

Colby

"It's the Best News

Washington. With the approval of
Chairman Walsh, members of the
bouse committee Investigating the
shipping board declared in a state
ment that they "were satisfied" after
hearing all the evidence and examining the documents that the charge
that Charles M. Schwab received
money from the government for his
personal expenses while serving as
war-timdirector general of the
emergency fleet corporation, "was not
troven. and further that it was not
true."
The statement was issued by Rep
resentative Steele, democrat of Penn
sylvanla, after discussion with the
other members, of the testimony re
lating to the $200,000 voucher. Its
issuance in advance of the full report
of the committee to congress

Commissi

.

S. AMERICA FRIEND OF U. S.

PROBERS

B

To Sell 10,000 of 40,000 Trucks and
20,000 of 8,000 Mounts the War
Department Now Has On

one-hal-

WESTERN

NO. 46

Pleased With Reception Ten
dered By Southern Nations.

Washington. Once again at his
desk at the Btate department, after
nearly two months of traveling. Sec
retary Colby told of the lmpreslsons
gained from his official visits to Brazil and Uruguay, and his unofficial visit to Argentina.
"It was a broadening experience,
one that I wish all my fellow countrymen might have," Mr. Colby declared. "Without exception, I found
the three republics evincing the utmost friendship for the United States
as well as a profound understanding
of the situation with respect to the
lest of the world in which this country finds Itself, now that the war is
over.
"I know no better way of expressing
my admiration of the people of those
countries than by saying that they
are delightful, progressive,. enlightened

In
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STRAIGHT BANKING ON SAFE
'
AND SOUND METHODS.

THE KENNA RECORD

"DANDERINE"

is 12

Ghls!

Save Your Hairl
Make It Abundant!

Wealth in
eands of Few

Fifty Families in United
Control More Than
Each.

States Fanners'

,ooo,no
70,0t,oi0

rMilmana

Isaac Btevenson
Kcnnedy-Tod-

Bage

d

estate

group

Blair estate

76,000,000
60,000,000
60.0oo.0o0

-

Fthirtplnnrinra

W

LKrgers
A

nOO

ToCureaCold
in One Day

OOO

50,00O,0"0
AiiA
irtft

m

Swift

."

A. C. James family
Clevelnnil Dodge
Arrnnom estate

100.000,000
60.000,000
60,000.000
wi.oon.wio
60.000,000
60,000,000
60,000,000
60,000,000
60,000,000
60,000,000

National council, that 33 In- Mills estate
dividuals own 2 jier cent of the en- Daniel Reid estate
Take
tire American wealth. He estlmnted Plant estate
Morris
.
this 2 per cent at about $4,837,000,-000Pullman estate
Mr. Hampton gnve no names, Henries estate
but the following list of Individuals
There are ninny families Mr. Klein
nod estates and their vast holdings, mentioned In the $40,000,000
class,
ROCKEFELLER AT HEAD CF LIST checked up to a recent
date, was giv- and this Includes Mrs. William Leeds.
en by Mr. Klein:
now Princess Christopher of Greece,
m
Estates or' Individuals
v
Amount and Alexander Smith Cochrane, until
Oil King', Estate It Now Estimated John D. and William Rockeferns
recently
America's
bachelor"
"richest
feller,
13,000.000,000
16,000,000,000
to
at Between Three and Five BilPratt family
eoO.000.000
and now the husband of Mine. Ganna
irm aii m m ik
lion Veritable Dynasty In Every
Maranesa
4O0.000.0O0
Wnlskn, opera singer.
Carnegie
800,000,000
Important Industry.
Mr. Klein's list, which In severnl
Weyerhaeuser estate
J0O.O00.O0C
Vanderbllts
800.000,000 pages long, does not go below the $10,
New York. Fifty families In the Aora
800,0(10,000
000,000 class.
United States control over 1100,000,000 Payne Whitney family
200,000,000
Be sure its Bromo
um
Krlck
estntA
rvt
ibi
each, 100 families control over $50.- ."!.'."!.".' 10oo0o!oO0
Getting It Over With Quickly.
!
000,000 each, and 000 families control Qoelets
estate
ino.ono.ooo
Columbia Clfv. Ind. Claude Zol
over $10,000,000 each.
Hetty Green estate
100,000,000 man
IS
was divorced from Maud Zolman
John D. Rockefeller's estate is now Meld estato ..
lOO.Ot'OTuO
on the third floor of the courthouse.
Harrlman
JoO.000,000
up to $3,000,000,000.
Morgans lisn
He went Immediately to "the second
Five billion dollurs of wealth in the Flagler estate
100.000,000 floor for a marriage license and was
United States has been handed down Anthony Brady estate
100.000,000
married on the first floor to. Sarah
Would estate
to heirs, many of whom were lucoiu
loo.ooo.ooo
Tones, all within an hour and without
Widener
.........
,
80000000
Detents, in the last fifteen vears.
George Farr Bakers
80.000,000 leaving the building.
Two hundred persons in the United
fttates control $15.000.000.000 : In
The genuine bears this signature
France the same amount is controlled
JOc,
by 4t0 times that number of people,
or 96,000.
' 'Jim WHsMraOEXSE
Dynasties to Fore.
Industrially the United States is be
In Conditions
coming dynastic there In a verltnhle
dynasty in each Important industrial
Nervous Exhaustion
structure, some of which are:
Ths person whos nsrvous ay.
.tern has been overburdened by
sixty per cent of the tobacco trust
work, worrr or care; or, who is
wealth is in the hands of ten families.
periencinr faulty and slow ex.
Before that time It was a sort of
Twelve families, with the Rockefel Famous "Campnrjna Romana" Is
or, who Is suffering from
the general debility and feebleneaa
terrestrial paradise; villas and garler family away in "the" lead, control
hat
Being
from
an acute or Infecretult
Cultivated
and Is
dens were dotted all over it as far as
50 per cent of the oil industry.
tious diieaee, will and in FORCE a
beneflela!
aid
to
eye
normal etreneth
the
could see, it was luxuriant
Yielding Big Crops.
The railroads of the enuntrv are
nd health.
with fruits and flowers, it supplied
controlled by 1.3 per cent of the StockPORCB la aotd by reliable etnurcrleta
food and work for thousands upon
holders.
wwirwnere, and
t ' 'yfl
ie or equal bene. JX,
thousands of men, it was one of the
One and
per cent of the LAYS
Bttomen.
women
t
IDLE FOR MANY YEARS most beautiful and intensely cultivat&
and children.
j )V
stockholders In the steel trust nossess
ed
spots
61- per cent
In
the world.
of the stock.
When Rome, however, was obliged
Two families control 51 Der cent of
-- I
I
of
Since
Roman
the
Fall
Empire
the
to resign her position as "the mistress
the stock In the harvester Interests.
for
of the world," the "campagna" was
These startling figures on Hm con. This Once Fruitful Tract Ha Been
Strength"
Uncultivated To Reclaim Many
abandoned and gradually became a
centration of wealth In the United
marshy, malaria-Infecte- d
Thousand Acre.
States were obtained from Henry IL
desert. In- 1.
habited only by a few hardy shepKlein, deputy commissioner of acherds.
counts of New York cltv and n riAon
Ostla. Italy. Efforts are heln? made
student' of economic affairs. He has to reclaim and plant parts of the vast
New Law Having Effect
spent ten years collecting concrete tract-oland which stretches for sevNow,
however, the law which was
facts on the pyramiding of American eral miles around Rome and goes by
recently passed, decreeing that anywealth.
the name of the "Campagna Romana." one who does not cultivate bis land
Mr. Klein's attention was called to It has been allowed to
remain Idle and
the recent statement of George P. uncultivated ever since the fall of the to the utmost of Its capacity, is liable
to have the land confiscated, is be
Hampton, managing director of the Roman empire.
ginning to. have Its effects.
Prince
Aldobrandlnl has engaged
company,
to reclaim a huge estate of several
Galveston, Texas. "After the flood
thousands of acres, which he owns In'
In 1900, all my family bocamo runthe "campagna."
The work already has beeun and down, due to exposure of being in thr
' J" ""
'"
jrnii
iiirrrin
an experimental station has been eet water, loss bf aleep. eta They were-al- l
up at Ostia. The land was first of
feeling miserable and the only
all drained and then arrangements
medicine they took was Dr. Pierce'
were made to obtain water from the Golden Medical Discovery. By
fb
,ebt
the.
Tiber for irrigation. Electric tractors use of this they were all
restored
to draw the plows were then bought to health and strengths
and various kinds of fruit, vegetables
"I always keep the 'Pleasant Peland cereals were cultivated in order
my homo. They are an excelto find out how fertile the land Is and lets' In
lent regulator of the stomach, liver
what kind of crop it is most adupted and
bowels, or for bilious attacks.
ror.
1 can speak In
the highest terms ot
Yields Plentiful Crops.
all of Dr. Pierce's Medicines."
The results were beyond the wild MRS. J. W. MQSS, 3913 Ave. K.
Send 10 cents to Dr. Pierce's Inest
hopes of any of the promoters of
i'
'
' V
the company. The lnnd, after lying valids" Hoto! in Buffalo, N. Y.. for a.
r
.'
'
luie ror centuries, seems to have trial package of any of his remedies.
stored up Its fertility throughout all
'
that time and, now yields crop upon
:
crop with unstinting hand.
An attempt has even been made to
haM
century DR.
E?Lver
grow cotton here and the experiment
TVVt'S UVEA PILLS have been
has been successful, but how successsold for the Liver.
ful It has been Impossible to dter.
Bead the following from a woman
mine, as the cottonseed used was of
have nsed DU.
TLTT S PILLS for Bowel regula-Ho- n
the worst quality obtainable.
This
many
years.
I am now conyear, however, it is proposed to plant
vinced that they are ato the best
American or Egyptian cotton. So hap,
g known rpfni:)',
"
icieiu
py have the results at the experiment" vim:,
icir.ia
I Itave told
IiicLoitS.
al station been,
It is hoped that
of my friends and now
British auxiliary police recently uncovered a veritable Sinn Fein bomb soon work may bethat
begun for the total
Iea be without them. A uoue
few
arsenal in this bicycle shop on ParneU street, Dublin. They are shown In- reclaiming of
before, and you are all right."
the whole of the "cam
specting a case of the bombs.
pagna."
$100,-000,0-
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Immediately after a "Danderlne"
your hnlr takes on new life,
lustre and wondrous beauty, appearing twice as heavy and plentiful because each hair seems to fluff and
thicken. Don't let your hair stay life
less, colorless, plain or scrncirlv. Ynn.
too, want lots of long, strong, beautl- iui nair.
ti
bottle of dellgEtful
"Danderlne"
freshens your sculp,
checks dandruff and falling hair. This
stimulating "beauty-tonic- "
gives to
thin, dull, fading hair that youthful
brightness and abundant thickness
AH druggists!
Adv,
fnussoge,

85-ce-

How to Save Money.
Two men recently entered a

serve-se-

lf

restaurant and, after getting what
they desired, took their seats at the

same table.
A patron seated near
them overheard the following colloquy:
"Bill," said one, "I've just learned
how to save money. I find the way
to do It Is to go in debt and pay It
'
out."
"Humph," said Bill. "I've got you
ekinned a mile. I go In debt and
never pay it out."

If You Need a Medietas
Yen Should Hays

the Best

JFT

-

f77)

H istoric Tract
B eing R eclaimed

of

five-tent-

"ItMak;

1

.

Have you ever stopped to reason why
so many products that are
advertised, all .at once drop out
of sight and are soon forgotten?
The
reason is plain the article di4 not fulfill
the promises of the manufacturer.
This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endless chain system the remedy is
recommended by those who have been
benefited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says "Take for
.example Dr. - Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
a
preparation I have sold for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for In
almost every case it shown excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
sale."
According to sworn statements
and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
is due to the fact,
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
li'.er and bladder ailments; corrects Denary troubles and neutralizes the urio
acid which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle cf
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Tost.
Address
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Ringhamton, X. Y.,
and enclose ten cents; also mention this
paper.
Large and medium size bottles
for sale at all drug stores. Adv.

it is that

.

A New Gas.
A new gns has been developed from
the manufacture of alcohol wtiich can
be compressed to 3,500 pounds to the
square Inch und stored safely In steel

tanks.

Important to Mother

Examine curefully every bottle of

CASSToltlA, that famous old remedy
imuuLB uuu cuiiuren, uuu see tnat It

Bears the
Signature
In Use for (Ivor Mil Vl.-- o
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Unexpected Reply.
"Wood run n, spare

that tree!" cried

the poet.
"All right. No more wood pulp, no
.more paper, no more poetry." Louisville Courier-Journal- .
To Have a Clear Sweet Skin
Touch pimples, redness, roughness
or Itching, If any, with Cuticura Ointment, then buthe with Cuticura Soap
and hot water. Rinse, dry gently and
dust on a little Cuticura Talcum to
leave a fascinating frugrance ou skin.
Everywhere 25c each. Adv.
Would Be Plenty.
Spunlsh torejidors are on strike for
a higher wnjje. There Is talk, we understand, of" a
week.
six-bu-

The prices of cotton and linen have
been doubled by the war. Lengthen
their service by using Red Cross Ball
Rlue In the luundry. All grocers, 5c.
Did you ever notice what a lot of
friends you haven't
when you happen to need thein?

et

A TEXAS FAMILY'S
EXPERIENCE

Dublin Bicycle Shop a Bomb Arsenal
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MOON AFFECTS RADIO

John Carmlchael, forty-fivyears old,
a farmer's wife, was attacked and
branded in mnny places with a
n
she had been using. Her screams
cial application to the vicinity of the
persons passing by and a
Adriatic, for there the changes In the attracted
posse was organized to search for hei
OXIDINF, IN HOT WATER
atmospheric conditions caused by the
change in the world's relation to the assailant. Bloodhounds followed the tnproeea ike knpatlte and arlcliee tba UooeU
moon are much mora mnrkp.l ftum trail of the Dixie Highway, nine miles A UbleDoo.,ful of OXlDINf In a half gl
r
T!mu"
' mlnuhM n jruur
r. your H)Ib
"HI b.v.
anywhere else In the world so fur air-- south of here, where they lost It
noHeeabla
aritim
luk.ur.euli.rlr tl.reUiiie aU.y o.ir.yNtu.w.U
yet aiscovered.
rainraspnnrl toltaatreiiKthariltiaiiUiiviuriitlic
lerl arid will tlieii he In luialtlun U urr8Kfull
The Adriatic fleet under Admiral
Mu.t:..l.l.au.l Malaria.
v1,tv''c"rm"","rll'
Andrews depends almost entirely for
h tu
up the entire entaiii, lt(iiu tuk- yx
French Baby Has Heart
luglttotlay. WJcaloujrdrumil.re.
Its communications upon rudlo servt
ice, and having only receiving and
in Pouch Outside Body
sending apparatus 'of moderate effiDest Results
ciency It has specially benefited from
Paris. Paris medical autlioii-tie- s
Shfp Your Live
the discoveries. The powerful land
were culled to Solssous to
wireless stations, such as the new. Laexamine an Infant born to a
fayette station near Bordeaux, manage
working fumlly with heart and
to overcome unfavorable conditions by
intestines contained In a pouch
LIVE STOCK COMMISSION CO
using great power and so are not conon the outside of the child s
OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA.
cerned about which way the moon
body. The case was said to be
turns.
the first of its kind on record.
There lu evei-- Indication thut
Woman Branded.
the child will live, as all the
- Soothed
Iilooniington, Ind. When she failed
are functioning perfectly
to give food to a tramp who called
despite their displacement.
at her homo neur Kirksvllle, Mrs.
e

flat-iro-

Fleet Officers Make
Interesting Discovery.

American

of Air for. Trantmlitlng
Radio Communications Affected
by Changes of Moon.

Efficiency

Paris. The changes of the moon
have been found by the radio officers
of the small American fleet In the
Adriatic sea to have a striking effect
upon the efficiency of the atmosphere
for transmitting
radio communica'
tions.
The officers have succeeded In drawing curves and other diagrams, based
upon months of observation, which,
they asert, reliably serve to indicate
what atmospheric and celestial conditions affecting, radio service will be
met at any particular date in the future.
The discovery apparently has spe--.
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MOTHER!
"California Syrup of Figs"
Child's Best Laxative

Cabinet

Turn

--o-s

Western Newspaper Union.),
I would not If I could repeat
A Ufa which still Is good and sweet;
I keep In age, as (n my prime.
A not uncheerful step with time,
And grateful for all blesBlng sent,
I go the common way, content
To make no new experiment.
J. Q. Whlttlor.
((c),

1A21.

Any housekeeper in country or city
cannot afford to be without a cooker.
The patented

ones made to
hold the heat for
ronsting and baking are of course
the best, Dut one

Accept "California" Syrup of Figs
"
i j
enly look for the name California on
you
your
the package, then
are sure
from a box, a
il
child Is having the best and most harmcandy paif or an
less physic lor the little stomach, liver
and bowels. Children love Its fruity old trunk. The outside cover should
taste. Full directions on each bottle. be tight and the packing material, any
pai'kable nonconducting material, like
Too must say "California." Adv.
paper, excelsior, cork, sawdust or even
hiiy. In these days of economy a bale
She Had an Object.
of hay was' placed In the woodshed of
your
you
Benhnm "Why do
wear
one. country woman, she cut out a
hair over your enrs?" Mrs. Benham
phice for a good-sizeutensil with a
"So that I won't hear your clothes."
tight cover, made a cushion of hay and
usod that home-mad- e
cooker all the
The Menace.
"Oh, yes," she admitted, "I keep a Benson, then the cow ate It. Surely
thJs Is a good type of ecojiomy.
diary."
If a box or pall Is to be used, pack
And he never called again.
the lining firmly around the utensil to
be used. One which Is tapering toward the bottom removes better from
the well. Make a collar of cardboard
to fit the top and leave space to slip
the pall In and out easily. For a
cushion use any of the above material.
If the well or pocket to hold the pall
Is lined with asbestos paper It will
save heat.
U
Cereal cooked In a flreless If one has
soapstones to put Into the cooker dr
If not set Into a dish containing boiling water, will be cooked much better,
tastes better and Is much more wholesome than the twenty minutes to a
half hour usually given such dishes on
the stove. Get the cereal cooking at
night and when boiling hot put. Into
the cooker. In the morning Just reheating Is all that Is needed to serve
a hot
food. The soap-ston- e
dish which may be used in the
fireproof, cookers Increases the heat
as It can be heated hotter than, the
boiling point and when shut up In the
cooker retains heat six to eight hours.
Let It get very hot but not red, for
fear of cracking. Tlace one at the
bottom and one on top of a dish of
meat and one may "oake any roast" to a
JryluwieVw
turn. Breads, pies, puddings and
cakes may be Miked equally well.
d

practically the first time, notes a Paris
fashion correspondent, that the Paris
dressmaker has had an opportunity to
launch absolutely postwar colors. During the years that have succeeded the
signing of the armistice It has been
largely a question of using up stocks
of both manufactured goods and raw
materials.
But throughout the seasons which have Intervened the French
manufacturer has had time to readjust
himself to a new regime, so that what
Is being shown this winter as novelty
Is actually new. Hence the new colors appearing for 1921 are worthy Of
more than passing mention.
Strong, well determined ana definite
describe the tones shown on the color
cards for next spring. The choice of
the Parle dressmaker and mllllnerMs
equally well defined. Ited Is the present winter novelty, and It Is anticipated that Its favor will be Increased
lu the spring. In, the new red series
rust shades still are Immensely popular.
Rust Color Leads Into Brown.
These rust tones gradually lead to
brown, a color In high favor and shown
In a Very large assortment of tones,
running from the deepest
black browns Into high shades that
touch' on russet and gold.
There Is no reason wny red and
brown ever should have been consid- -

Lil ULa

cigarette

well-cooke- d

its toasted

1

if.,- -

i

I

:5Ve?

VICTIMS"
RESCUED

,

Sidney, liver, bladder and uric add
troubles are most dangerous because of their insidious attacks.
Heed the first warning they give
that they need attention by taking

COLDMEDAL

will often ward off these
and strengthen the body against
farther attacks. Thtee sizes, all druggists.
JLestt for tea nama Cold Medal as srrary best
die-us-

anil accapt ao iuutatloek

1.

Is

.

v

Let me laugh when 'the thunder
clouds roll,
And th : Joy that I fling1 to the earth
as I sing
Will return and give peace to my
soul.
Let me laugh when I lose my possessions,
Let me laugh at the grasping of men;
For the heart that la strong will not
suffer the wrong
But will turn and reclaim them again.
George Llddeil.

WHAT TO EAT.

.ESES3
The world's standard remedy for these
eitsorcJars,

Let me laugh when my heart

When planning the meals for the

week, the following may prove sugges

tive:
Tlmbales of Chicken.
Take one-hacupful of
cream, whites of four
lf

eggs,

one-hal-

f

table-spoonf- ul

of truffles,

fine-

ly chopped, two cupfuls
of cooked white meat ef

TRY

DIGESTOIDS

chicken, with salt and
pepper to taste.
- They
Chop
at our risk.
the meat very fine, and pound it to a
smooth paste. .Add the cream gradually. When well mixed, season and
add the truffles. Then add, one at a
time, the unbeaten whites of two of
the eccs. mlxlnc the first with th
paste until it has disappeared' before
adding the second. Beat the remain'1"! s h m TTT flfy.
ing whites to a stiff froth and stir
them carefully Into the mixture. Fill
greased tlmbale molds half full of the
Candy coated tablets, made from
mixture, place In a pan or water the
bitter extracts of fruit and vege
water should come up as high as the
table origin that tone and stimu
mixture In the tlmbale and bake thirlate the intestinal tract. DigestoldSj
ty minutes In a moderate oven. Serve
Aid Digestion and Eliminate,
with mushroom sauce.
your
druggist
Waste. Sold by
Cabbage Imperial, Trim and fold
on a Money Back Guarantee
three or four of the outside leaves
back
Fnr ImtldMattnn anil J
a
head of cabbage. With a
of
Vw
i
. Conuti nation s sharp firm
knife remove the center, leaving only a thick wall. Take one cupful of cold meat well seasoned,' one
No Need to Swallow
cupful of sliced potatoes, one cupful
. It Is logical that pouring drugs Into of sliced carrots and enough of the
In
the stomach will not cure caturrh
cabbage to fill the head. Add salt
the head. Hyoinel, medicated air, and pepper to taste and a few
Guarseat
reaches the
of the disease.
of butter. Press the mixanteed by druggists.
ture well Into the cavity. Tie In a
piece of cheese cloth and steam or
123 nAr,::,:oTii
I lutve a barium for you, com quick. cook In a small amount of water unW. U !
JA( K JTAAiilS til the cabbage Is tender. Cut In
Ittdttr Ka.itij( luw
pieces and serve on a platter.

fcitt Ljaaay
Ik

S

Drug.

table-spoonfu- ls

jacks

FRECKLES
Vs

EffFEERfsm
kkiuwi faun, Cin,4
a

N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

i

Green Is another claimant for fash-Ion- 's
favor and a big future Is prophesied for It, particularly the dark bottle and olive shades.
In the new cotton materials for the
coming summer greens are prominent.
It Is interesting to notice the exactness with which all the shades seen in
silks have been reproduced In cotton
fabrics. There are lovely deep-gree- n
organdies, with shndow printings In
lighter shades of the same color. Of
course, this treatment Is not confined
to green, for the new cottons appear
to have been successfully dyed In
every hue under the sun, but much
more Is made of the green shades this
year than for a long time past.
Navy Blue Lose Popularity.
Owing to the marked preference for
the foregoing color blue Is less
In fact, there la a minimum
of blue In the new color cards In proportion to the prominence of the above
mentioned colors. It will not be easy
for the American woman to depart
from navy blue, which always has
been a favorite with her. She has
worn It so continuously that the navy
blue dress or suit has become almost
a national uniform. It will be refreshing to see a number of other colors,
for the one great criticism of our
dressing Is that there Is so little variety In It. Apparently every woman
chooses the same color and the same
model.
In laces, veilings and pattern veils
the launching of these new colors Is
very pronounced. Lovely laco pattern veils In colors are being used by
the smartest milliners. Manufacturers
are looking forward to a big midwinter and early spring season on colored veils.
Feathers in Greens and Browns.
Costly feathers, such as paradise
and aigrette and their imitations, nre
no longer In black, but must be In one
of "the new dark greens or browns.
Preference Is given for these colors in
evening headdresses of metal fabrics,
which show a combination of them in
the weave. Deep emerald, singly or
In combination with metal, is very
popular for evening headdresses.
Prominent milliners are exploiting
glowing red hats. Red shades enter
into practically all embroidered designs. Lanvin Is making a big feature
of black and white and red, and everywhere is found the same evidence, of
marked reference for deep reds, rust
color, dark browns and dark greens.
A coat dress or robe mauteau by
Cheruit developed In velours de lalne
Is In the new Platane green. Note the
drapery across the stomach and the
fact that the dress Is entirely of
panels, one overlapping the other;
panel
also that there Is a buttoned-oat the right side only, with no balunc
Ing panel at the left.
Robe Manteau Paris Perennial.
The type of dress known as the robe
manteau has become a Paris perennial. It has proved so popular that
dressmakers each season present new
types of this character.
Cheruit has made stunning coat
dresses In velours de lalnev The
model described above Is one of her
bent numbers. It may be said to look
exactly like a coat, except that across
the front the skirt portion drapes
slightly In the new wrinkled stomach
effect and over this falls a soft rovers,
or flap, thus making a simple and
clever variation of the coat dress.
Mine. Jenny also Is very successful
She, too,
with the robe manteau.
makes It of velours de lnlne and trims
If with fur, but keeps somewhat to
the Russian typey though one notes
also the slight introduction of the
stomach drupery or wrinkled effect
about this part of the body.
nt

VOKEU

DREAD

Mrs. Wilson's Letter Should
Be Read by All Women
Clearfield, Pa. "After my last child
was born last September I was unable
to do all of my own
work. I had severe
pains in my left side
X.
every month and had
fever and sick dizxy
spcDs and such pains
if,-during my periods,
which lasted two
weeks. 1 heard of
Lydia E. Pinkham'a
K

Vegetable

Com-

pound doing other
so much good and
1 thoutrht I would oivo
I. iiiiin,
I
a
have been very glad that I
it trial.
did, for now I feel much stronger and do
all of my work. I tell my friends when
they ask me what helped me, and they
think it must be a grand medicine. And
it is. You can use this letter for a testimonial if you wish. " Mra. Harry A.
Wilson, R. F. D. 5, Clearfield, Pa.
,

--

-

The experience and testimony of such

women as Mrs. Wilson prove beyond a
doubt that Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound will correct such troubles by removing the causo and restoring the system to a healthy normal condition. When such symptoms develop

as backaches, bearing-dowpains, displacements, nervousness and "the
woman
cannot act too promptly
blues"a
in trying Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound if she values her future comfort and happiness.
n

Stomach
on Strike
20 Years

Eatonlo Settled Itl
"Eatonlc la wonderful," says C. W.
Burton. "I had been a sufferer from
stomach trouble for 20 years and now
I am well."
Eatonlc gets right after the cause of
stomach troubles by taking up and
carrying out the acidity and gases an,1
of course, when the cause Is removed,
the sufferer- gets well. If you have
sourness, belching, Indigestion, food
repeating or any other stomach
trouble, take Eatonlc tablets after
each meal, and find relief. Big box
costs only a trifle with your druggist's
guarantee.
The Day After.
Everett, aged six, had been loft with
a neighbor while mamma and papa attended an amateur theatrical.
When they were alone together, the
neighbor remarked: "Your mother certainly looked nice. She was certainly
dressed up."
"Yes'm," Everett responded, "she
had on everything new she got for
Christmas 'ceptlng her percolator!"
Cartoons Magazine.'

n

I
v

SYMPTOMS

rown

Color, nlwayg an Important factor
In fashions, Is claiming more thnn
usual attention this season. This tg

HAVE YOU A FIRELESS COOKER?

2)

ones ox Rust

1

Tlio Kitchen

j

Coat Dress or Robe

M antes u by Che-ru- lt
Developed In Veloura de Lalne
In the New Plantain Green.

ered as belonging to the autumn and
winter. They are Infinitely more suitable to wear In, the springtime. When
the v little green buds are shooting
forth on the' tree and nature everywhere Is putting on new dresses we
feel that we must be In keeping with
our surroundings by being clothed In
fresh new raiment, and no color
adapts Itself so readily and so cheerfully to the mood of spring as bright,
warm red. Nor does It ever show off
to greater advantage than In such a
setting as the soft green of new foliage. Later In the summer, when the
streets lire hot and dusty and the
lef.ves parched and brown, red Is not
attractive.

Jenny Model in Russian Effect
One of Jenny's models of this type
Is developed in dull red velours de

lalne and trimmed with moleskin. It
has the creased fullness drawn close
over the stomach. At one side Is a
long sash of the cloth lined with a
beautiful gray satin. Where the sash
Is attached to the dress a buckle of
. .
carved shell Is placed.
There Is considerable discussion
over long skirts, but about the only
places where one actually sees them
are the dressmaking establishments.
Premet Is among the dressmakers who
stand out In favor of the long skirt.
Some of her models are ankle length.
Just to what extent women will acgowns is yet
cept these mature-lookinto be determined.
A model, of this character Is developed In red lace and black satin.
The novelty of the lace, as well as
the form of the dress, adds to Its Inpattern
terest. The lace Is an
and embroidered In gold threads. The
low waistline girdle Is mude of flowers anu heads.
Conservative houses such as Beer
-

g

all-ov-

are keeping to the-- somewhat conventional type of evening dress that is,
the draped style with extreme decol-letag- e
and sleeveless bodice. It Is to
be noted, however, that many of the
draped forms suggest a princess
For the Slender Woman.
flender woman would look lovely
Ih a cream lace waist
cut almost
straight and lined throughout with
crepe georgette dyed the exact shade
of the suit with which she Is going to
wear the blouse. The neckline hns n
narrow piping of the crepe georgette
and the waist fastens In front with
tiny buttons covered with this same
crepe georgette. Nothing can transform a simple tailored suit Into a chic
costume like this feminine garmenk
A

New Cortage Effect.
One of the newest corsage effects
shown Is calla lilies of black velvet
about which twine delicately tinted
foliage terminating In rose-huenpt- d

'nls.

,

Hall's Catarrh Medicine

Those who are in a "run down" condition will notice that Catarrh bothers
them much more than when they are tn
good health. This (act proves that while
Catarrh Is a local disease. It is greatly
Influenced bv constitutional
conditions.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is a
Tonic and Ulood Purifier, and acts through
the blood upon the mucous surfaces of
the body, thus reducing the Inflammation
and restoring normal conditions.
AH druKglsts. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio.

He that Is conscious of crime,
bold by nature, becomes a
Menander.
Perpetual motion seems to be
from the word go.- -

.

a

Stop That Backache

I

Those agonizing twinges, that dull,
throbbing backache, may be warning oi
serious kidney weakness serious if
for it might easily lead to gravel,
dropsy or falul llright's disease. If you
are suffering with a bad back look for
other proof of kidney trouble. If there
are dizzy spells, headaches, tired feeling and disordered kidney action, get
after the cause. Use Doan's Kidney
Pills, the wmedy that has helped thouuxers
ISnlislied
recommend
sands.
Voan's. Ask your neiuhborl

An Oklahoma Case

Mrs. J. L. Wal
trip, La F I o u r e
Ave., Poteay, Okla,.
says: "1 had backache and a dull,
heavy, wearing
pain over my hips.
Sharp twinges shot
through my buck j
n j ( 7 .1
Khen 1 leaned
nd sometimes
V,
1
LrV'.,
ad
a K I ijl
san my, "w
twinge
!!
joints and limbs ViiWtCs
My kidneys acted'
Irregularly and I felt weak and tired.
I used Doan's Kidney fills and tliey
relieved me."
Cat Doan's at Any Store, 60c a Bos

j
overfl
lllrA?
rheumatic

f4.J
iv'

DOAN'S "p'rV
FOSTER. MILBURN

CO.. BUFFALO. N. Y.

Baby Coughs

raqulrt treatment with a remedy that contains no opiato. Pire's i mild but
pleasant to take. Ask your druggist at
eHec-llv-

f It
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Through Its Health Service the American Red Cross has begun a nationwide concentrated effort In
with established organizations to
reduce Kieatly the amount of preventable disease and physical defects found
mong the country's 1UO,OC'J,0!)0 population. Education Is Its most powerful
tool. Special attention !? devoted to children, nnd this picture shows a typical
Red Cross welfnre clinic where little ones are treated and mother Instructed
In the proper care of them.

N. P.l..

AOTICE FOB n;JMCAT
i;r.tKTMi:M' ok the
.1'. S. Land CiTice at Fort Sumner,
N. M, Jan., 6, i)'li.
Notice is
hereby given that Lawrence H .
im-jJio-

Cross-.lan-

d,

of

(l

Bi'IHE-AMEiyCAl1.

a-

-

RED

-l

III

ITAl A'
Aiding Poland

11

r

CRpSSr.-

Mh

-

sr

Itofwcll. N. M. who om
'jur.e2S.Tg17, made orig. H. E. No,.
O.f.ijiO. for Syi, Section 2is T4-S- ,
R,
22 E. and 011 Sept, 17, ryt8, made add
E,'Oifjiyi. f r Nji, Section
II
N. M. V.
Range J2-23. Twp.
Meridian has filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land, above described, be
fore Alviu C. White, U. S. Coinmia-ioneat Kenna, N. M.-othe 21, day
4--

r.

pf

1'

eb

i.j- -i

.'

Claimant names as witnesses:
V. Car. Archie. L. Elmore. Wilburn
ter Warren K. Williams, Isom T.
fi8
l'ljth. all of' Hoswell, N. M.
W. K McGill, Iteister.
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New Records Received Onde
A Month.
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Work Nbatlv Done.

I

6--

M. W.

Hodges

J;

KANOK CATTLE nnd SIIEEI'
COMMISSION DEALEK

q:.
Tnere renxiln In army hofipltnU
throughout, the country more tban 'ji;,.
COO
soldiers still being treated for
wounds received overseas. Red Cros.i
workers give them tlie same sort of;
friendly aid only more of it that wii.i
given during li e war.
Furthermore,
the Red Cross Is teaching these hid
occupations at which they can Inter
iniike a living end !? Keeping In tuueli
with their home folks In order that no
dependents uiuy null'er for luck of
flUKll,

TilLORJ
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pain-save-

I
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tife-suve- r

Emmett' Fatten, Roister.
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Ad

Disease Prevention

j

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M. '
' Notice is
Lee i'), i,2.
hereby giveithat Adolphns K. Smith, ,
of Elida, N. M. whia Oct, L's, 1917, .
made
lid. E. No. 04213?, fori
N,i,. Siction n. Township.
KHet 33 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Alviu C. ,
Whito, V. S. Commissioner, at Kenna,
N. M. on the 8 day of Feb kIi .
Claimant names as witnesses:
Joe P. Slack, Charley II. Slack,
these of Mt. lit. A., Elida, N. M.
Harry W. Southard, Thomas K. Southard these of Kenna, N. M.
jy f4

-

Port Officii

PEACE TIME

lb'

OF PUBLICATION.

of

Local Surgeon for Santa Fe Ry;

"--1

Every person nienlnlly mm pnysiem.
Envmett Patton, Register.
ly able to do so should take the Amerl-ra- a
Red Cross Instruction In First Aid
Treatment
It's a
and a
Notice for Publication
r
on
In the factory,
the
farm,
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M. on the street, at tho oniee, 'in the
home, wherever accidents tuny occur.
Jan. 4, 1921.
Here's a young wife who Inexpertly
Notice is hereby given that Thomas A. wielded u
r
and received an
Tillinghast, of Elida, N. M. who ugly gash across bj?r wrist from' the
on Pec, 6, 1920, made add H. E. Jugged can lid. Mother was there,
No. 048393, forNE,'if, Section, 27, however, with the "First Aid kit ond
Red Cross Instruction, and probably
. SSE.Vf.Sec.
Rga 30-2i,Twp.
N. M. 1'. Meridian, has filed notice of prevented a case of blood po'son by
giving prompt and proper treutmeut
intention to make final three year proof before the
doctor arrived.
to establish claim to the land above described, before Alvin C. Wnite, U. S
Commissioner at Kenna, N, M. on the
AMERICAN
15, day of Feb. 1921.
)
RED CROSS IN-Claimant names as witnase:
PEACE
.TIME
h
John 1!. Tillinghast, of Elida, N. M.
"
With the Soldiere
I. other M. Carmicliael, " Joseph A.
Cooper, Willie A. Fry, these of Kenna, N. M.
j7 f4
Emmett Patton, Register.
JiOTICE

Specialty

HATTERS

v
!'.

-:-

ELIDA"

Teaching First Aid

lit

A

difet Fust Do.r South

UJ

y

New Mexico.

Dr. A. J. Evanst

THE AMERICAtWi
RED CROSS
&&PEACE TIME

w.A-.-

Bank
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J7f4
f

Room 12,

'

Bldg.
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I

J.

Notice for J'ibl:rif ion.
,
IH pait'rcrit of the 'Interior
1T. S. I .rind Onke. at Jloswuil, N.' Jl
j in 4, io2i.
Notice is
hereby given that Eric Caves, of Elida,
N. M. who on July 2i, 1917, made II.
i:. No. o.(k)52, for NW1,', NSW1,',
ik-c-.
Ru,!);
34.Tiv.
34 E. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
tomake final three year proof, toestab-claio thel'ind above described,
uie Ah'iu C. White, U.S. Counuis
at Keuiia, N. M. on the 8 day
' i Feb iyii.
( 'In i' nan
t names as witnesses:
Albert G. Atkinton. Sr., Thomas E.
Davis, Albert G. Atkinson, Jr., Richard L. Samples, all of Elida, K M.

-0
1st, National

1

-5

Emmett Patton, Register.

-0

0-

36-E-

all of Jenkins, N. M.

lavage,

VA

27-F-

o--

N.M.

0-

.idIhuIi'i.h.
i.iKe tor
Department of the Interior, U. S
Department of. the Interior
t.n'id O.Tlrt! at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M. Jan. 19. n? r.
Jan 4, 1921.
Notice ir, hereby given that John
Notice is hereby Riven that Paul M. R. Ballard, of Olive, N. M. who, on
Pavis, of Jenkins, N. M. who, on Jan. June 15, 1921)1 male add Hd. E. No
'
5, 191M, made orig H.'E. No. 047 , 010778,
for
Lots' i.
.3, 4,
ioi
Sec. 7, who on Feb, a5. 1920, S.'iN'i,
Township
t.
made additional H. E. No. 045585, for
.
M. 1 P.
N.
Rant;
ts 1, 2, 3, 4, EJiW'i, Sec 7,Twp, Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Range ,
N. M. P. Meridian, to make thre? year proof, to establish,
lias filed notice of intention to make claim to the land above described befinal three year proof , to establish c'aim fore Alviu C. White, U. S. Commissionto the land aboved described, nefore er, at Kenna, N. M. 011 the 3, day of
William R. Rlanchard,' L'. S. Com- March
missioner, at Je;ikins, N. M. on the 8
Claimant. , names as witnesses:
day of reb. 1921.
Henry T. Jones, G oage A'Maloi e,
Hai vi'V II. Lucis, Jhn F. Van Eaton,
Claimant names as vltnesses:
!"
,
Ernest H. Woolever, ned B. Patty. all if Oliw N. M.
. K..M" ill. K k is'.cr.
.Wil-uta.
Charles D. Dobbins,
Fletcher
.N

NOTICE FOB FCBLICATlOJf,

'

I

l.?4 Norlh

.
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Iiut for the work of Amertrnn Ued Cross scents In all regions of t'oii-ni- t
during th last twelve months, hundreds of thousands of people la that trajjle
Country taduy would be under the sod, victims of hunger, d:seu.se and expo,
ure. The job In I'ohuid Is one of tremendous proportions und cannot ba
abandoned for many months to come. Here la a typb-ascene: A lted Cross
woiker "at the throttle" of a soup kitchen where l"uuidj vl undernourUbci
wouien and chlldrta are fed dally.

Main

N. M

Roswell,

DAVID L. GCYMR
.LAND OFFlCEi PRACTIC
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ESE.V,

Sec 9, SW'V, anil WtfSEtf
Township.
Rang
27-N. M. P. Meridian, Las Sled notice
of intention to make final three year
Proof, to establish claim to the lind
above described, before A. D. hatten.
V. a. Commissioner at Elknis, N. M. on
the 18 day of Feb. iq2i
Claimant niames as wilnesseei
John h. an Eaton, of Elkiut, N
M. Thomaa L. Moore, Will H. Jones,
these of Olive, N. M. Dora M. Murphy, of Duke, Okla.
ji4 fn
W. R. McGill,

i,

Section

j--

Reciter.

.S,r.::,,
J
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nephew, - Raymond Fernstrom,
and A. II. Eaves and G. S.
Haynes were up from their
homes in Rojk Valley yesterday.
Ai Buchanan and II. II. Weaver where here thi.1 week inspection the W. U. Telegraph lines in
order to give C. A. Smith repair
foreman who :s repairing the line
through here a' line on what is
needed 10 put the line uo in first
class condition.
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CALIFORNIA

is in our territory and we are anxious to
see that YOU get BEST SERVICE
possible and ourrepresentative
there will be glad to look

T. B. Gallaher,

'

..--

N. M.

P. Meridian hat

Agent.
-

.Notice for I'liltllcatkm
Department of the Interior, U. S
Lard Office at Fort Sumner. N. M.
Jany 8, i;2r.'
Notice is
t
hereby given that James W. Brawley
of Duke, Okla.; who, on March 2
rrjii"), made
IK E No. 013730, for
.
NW.V, Sec. 15, '1'. ,vS K.
anil
add II. E or 3954 lor SV S . ec 15, T
liange 2;-ami add U.K. OrjCyS, for

Q:

.

Attorne
Prastlelnt eetere all Ceurta
Rapcil attention ta United
9tt JjiaA 0K6e prJce d- -

27-E-

fi

-

K03VTRIX, If.

Offleeriret Natlani
vaw."

Mrs. G. S. Hayres," and ion?, '
ana i rea. mortorei ud
Arlie Wood, a former resident fro n Rock Valley Tuesc ay aftt r '
01 tnis place but is pow located uhe mail for the Valley residents.
at Ansjn, Texas, was here a few
days this week looking- after
Vernon Ruckmon of Elia, is
some horses he left here when
working
0.1 the Good ranch near
he moved to Texa.
Olive, ard was in yesterday
after a load of corn for the
Jess Day and E. W. Esho.m 'ranch.
are spending a few days in Ros

tied

HAROLD HURD,

New Mexico,

V
LOCALS

I" avenger

Amarillo, Texas.

gim

Noticelghtrey

M.-o-

service, fair?, cU;., see the
l.ieul Agent or write

Roswell Auto Company
Roswell,

your wu.y.
For piti tiuu'firs aa to train

Gen

izr.

8,

that Dora M. Murphy, of Dkue, Okla.. ;
widow of Mile
P. Muryhy,
deceased who on March, 24, iyi6, made
o'ri;, Hd. E. No. 013740,
Se- -. 15, T.
R. 27 E, and on Dec.
27, iiS, made add H. E. 016789, for
SEM, Sec. 13, EtfNEV.S'JSE.V.Sec
10, N'E'f, Sec, 15. Twp.
Range
notice of intention to make final three
year proof to taliih claim to the land
above cieacrbed before A. D. Chatten;
L'. S, Commissioner, at Elkins, N.
the iS, div of Feb 1911.
Claimant namee
wl'oetfea:
James W. Brawley, of Dufe, Okla.:
John F. Van Eaton, of Olive, N. M."
Will R. Jones, Thomas K. Moore,
j'14 fn
thee of Olive. X. M.
W. R. McGill, Refiister.

You may stop over at the
Grand Canyon of Arizona,

ti'unititirti(rit(i(ttnlrtlriliilniMiMinlMrVtfttt(

Jany.

27--

recreation.
Us on

'

fr SE,;

Land f c imatic benefits
and wonderful n Uirements
for those who seek health or

after your needs, and
when in 'Roswell
call on" US.

4:

i

i)

Ktlre,ftr rtileatla.

Department of the Interior
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M,
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Notice to Tflxnauers!

-

NiOico h liMff by jjiveu to l.h taxpnyers of It oeve't County Nnw
Mexico, that the Tax A ?;.-- r 01 deputy will visi
cinctsof the
county at he tiitu' nnd i!acf 'Vsig'iHlel liflow, for th
?
of
1 0"2
f all laxnlil1 pir pei t v for '.he
the

John Norwood has received
word from the Roadmaster that
Guy Howell wa3 in from the he will be. sent .to Orla, Texas, in
Good ranch northwest Of here a few days to take charge of
Monday. section gang as permanent

Saturday-an-

Jlia

father

11

ASSESSOR'S NOTICE TO'THE PUBLIC!
'The

tht

I

I

i'v.--?

--

or has thocccitr.jri)"'

t

yf,

nent. Such list must boon (he frtn
by lnv 1y fc' i H'ifeTx Com nhsion and m itt b3 midi an I
r
rih d in iUhoIFico tf the C un'y
tin or after the firnt day of Jan.
nary ami not hit- r tl.ni tho last business day of February of each year.
In compliance wall tin law an for the convenience of taxpajtrt
I wi bi a, tha ya: iou place" in R) )3v?lt county on the respective
d itf--s a follow", for the purpose of talingJiais of propert.
111

fia

"

a

t

prt-Rf-iili-

.

As-eso-

-

1

Kenna, JCetiua Bank
Jan. 31
Pre.
Name and Location
Date.
10, Valley View, old postollice
Feb. 1
Feb. a
i). Eagle llili, school house
Feb. 3
9. Milntsaud,
as? Bluit postoftice
Feb. 4
Feb. 5
Li'iiho. postoffice
iH I'pton, posloffice
Feb. 7
11, Claud. II, postoHicJ
Feb. 8
Feb. 9
3. D.'ieno, h tut office
Feb lO and 11
5. Tolar, postofTice
" Feb, i2
22, Perry, school house
2. tlida, Mcliryde's store
Feb. 14 to 19 inclusive

Pre.

Name and Location'
Date.
1. l'ortalos, Avsi
.iTi 't;
Jaui to..
Feb sH:
13, Midway. Tom Davisons res Jan 17
jf, Inez, postoflice
Jan. lH
15, Old RedJand, Coi's Store
Jan. iq
15, Garrison, Diuwn's Store
Jan. 1 )
6, Longs, Pohtoffioe
Jan. 21
i
'e
ii, Hnrs,
30, Richland, I'ostufiije
Jan. 25

M. 0. Rerryhill leturned to
W. T. Cooper and family were
Lubbock, Texas, the first of the
week after spending a few days in from their home in Rock Val
here on business, Mr. Rerryhill ley Wednesday.
and family expect to return o
Kenna, in the near future:
Eill, the Arrrour meat
wa3 calling on the
The report comes to us that
this week. 4
Fry,
who is in a hsopital
Arthur
at Roswell is doing .better at
Joe Wilcox was in . town this
present.
wee's and --while here went to
Elida, and-spen- t
Wednesday
Jim Jones was in from the II. night with friends.
T. Jones ranch near Olive, last
,
Saturday.
j
W. L. Sears and family returned home from a, week or more
F. B. Ecrryhill was a business visiting in Roswell.
visitor in Roswel', Monday.

11

24, New Kfic, Po.-tlh,:-e
17, Redlake. l'ostoflico
25. Delijbos, Postolhue

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

iCi

27
2S

ni 'ft me at theaa ap;)ointiunts inty tuake
Pj; t tli at any ,i n withia ttit limit! fixed
h given ahove, 01 h'ank fur link
tvnlition will be aunt upon
application, by in il or in prison, to my oftio.
."A penality of tweiily-iivper cent in additian fo the regu'ar
A

ny peraon f iilin

return t my oli

;

.

1

r.

pos-toffie-

Poi-.toir-

Kenna-merchant-

1

i

br--la-

X

It
t

i

o

fr

valuation, must b) added to the vahu of all property not listed
assessment within ti e tim ai;d in the form prescribed by law.' No
exceptions, can bn made in this law."
Renpei:' fully yotirc,
v
.

:

J. W. Good of Grand Prairie,
Fred and Archie Cooper left Texas, who has been visiting his
Saturday for Lockney, Texas, son, Grover and family in El
wr.cre they will farm this year. Paso, arrived here yesterday for
a short visit with his son, Frank
G. A. Mal.ne was in to.vn and family.
Mur.Jay buyir.g supplies for his
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Netz and
ranch Vi..t cf

a

of i e S"i'e uf N w Mexico require
fvery
cf the state, of fnl age aqd sound mind, shall, in each
m tke a list of all p.- p Try wti'ij t to taxation uf which h In the ownt:

M. Hunter of Elida, va3 seen
Miss Vera Jones is in from her
mixing with our townsmen one
home
near Olive, visiting her
day this week.
sister, Mrs II. T. Jones.
-

1 .

)

C., H. Spriggs and Dave Miller
Sund .y visiting1 are building fence on the Gcod
W T. Pnuo-ranch rnrthweit of here this
week..
i

ni.tV-ii'ji-

p'H-pis-

y8r

well

Arthur Andrews, printer of
the Elida Enterprise was down

t"pr

e

I

j

J, A. Pipkin.

Assessor

-

tj-,vn-

.
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THE KENNA RECORD
I'm I lappy and PROPER RECORDS
Well now lor 1
took Dr.Pirrce'
WILL AID FARMERS
Favorite

riA

A

escripiion"

Floresvllle, Texas.
"My mother gave
ma Dr. Pierce's Fa
'
vorite Prescription when I was a
young girl. I did not develop as I
should fcave and suffered severe pain.
brought
ma
The 'Prescription'
through this critical time in a good
healthy condition and I do not heat-tat- e
to recommend It to all young
girls who suffer as I did." MRS. R.
Q. SMITH, Box 266.
Bend 10 cents to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel. Buffalo. N. Y, for ft
trial package of Tablet.
1

Both Happenings and Money
fairs" Should Be Carefully
Kept During Year.
SIMPLE

SYSTEM

Af-

IS FAVORED

Accurately Kept Accounts and Intelll-gentlUtilized Are of Great Assistance in Showing Where

y

Money Can Be Made.
'(Prepared

by the Unllaa States Department of Agriculture.)
In order to know what progress Is
(being made in farm operations and to

'determine what crops or branches of
farming are producing the greatest
'profits, It Is necessary for the farmer
o keep a system of accounts, say
specialists of the United States Department of Agriculture. The practice will not of Itself turn a poor farm
into a rich one, a poor farmer Into a
good one, or losses into profits, but
farm records, If accurately, kept and
Intelligently utilized, are an aid to a
better understanding and insight into
the farming business.
The keeping of accounts need not
take a great amount of time nor Is it
necessary to have an elaborate system.
Two Kinds Advisable.
Farm records may be roughly divided Into two heads records of happenings and records of money transactions. The former proves useful

To abort a cold

and prevent complications take

The purified and refined
calomel tablets that are
causealeM, safe and sure.

8

I

L,-

.....

J

T

J

Medicinal virtue retain
ed and improved. Sold
only in sealed packages
Price 35c
.
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usually about the first of the calendar
year a farm Inventory should be
made. In any system of accounting
the' Inventory Is absolutely essential
as upon It is based the division of one
year's business from another. The In
ventory Is simply a list of farm property and farm debts, and corresponds
to the "stock taking" which every
merchant does periodically.
An Aid te Credit
Taken alone, the Inventory wftTishow
a farmer the exact net value of his
property, and will be a guaranty of
solvency and an aid In securing credits
and loans from the bank In time of
need. The Inventories of two dates,
a year apart, show whether progress
or retrogression has occurred during
the year and definitely measure the
degree of change.
Taken in conjunction with a ensh account for the. j oar, the Inventory
shows how much has been made by
farming and to what extent the personal and household expenses have
offset profits. It also- - gives a much
better Insight Into the Income pro
duced by each farm department, as
a decrease In Inventory value of hogs.
tor Instance, may offset to some extent what, from the cash account,
looks like a very large Income-- from
that source.

PROPER SIZE OF CONTAINERS

Much dissatisfaction
with direct
marketing has been caused by using
containers that were not sufficiently
strong. Thnt is especially true when
containers are used more than once,
says the United States Department of
Agriculture.
Shipping
containers
should be light in weight but sufficient
ly durable to carry tho produce
safely.
.
The proper size of a container depends upon the desires oflhe custom
ers. Most persons wish to obtain
small quantities of each product at a
time. Containers should be Just large
enough for the produce shipped. If
the carton is top large or too small,
both the produce and the container
are likely to be damaged, for the produce will not be kept In place, and the
container will be crushed.
The larger the quantity of produce
shipped in one parcel the lower will
be the cost per pound for transporta
tion, and the lower the container cost
per pound.

lwJi
IV Zl

J,""'',wiirbrlntllnd
it pay you to

II
It. Shows
right PKlCE n.l HOW to
plant for the bent crops.
pmn telling nmxln ii yar.
KNOW tl
boat and toll no
ottaar kind.

WUMUia

ii

Arthur G. Lee

n

SEEDSMAN
Ft. Smith. Ark.

D.pt

ill1'
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Clean Your Clothes

to look like new at largest place in
city.

jst;

Wrap in paper, send Parcel--l
we do the rest promptly.
420

NORTH

BROAOWAT

OKLAHOMA

JUUI,.'

WM

'

CITY

Hemstitching and Picoting Attachment
Works on any and all machines; simpls
and easy to work. You can now make the
nice things in your own home that you had
to hire made or go without Sure to please.
PRICE $2.50

GEM NOVELTY COMPANY

ox 1031

COMFORT OF COW ESSENTIAL

n

Corpus Chri.ll,

Tnu

If Not Now, When?
Judge (to old man) Are yon not
ashamed, such nn old man, to steal?
'Old Man Well, your honor, when 1
was young I wus asked If I was not
ashamed, such a young fellow, to
teal? And when I was full grown, I
wus asked If I was not ashumed, such
d
an
man, to steui? When
Id a fellow to steal?
able-bodie-

The ute of soft coal will make laundry work heavier this winter. Ked
Cross Ball Blue will help to remove
that grimy look. At all grocers, 5c.

It Pays to Keep a Farm Inventory.
when memory fails. Among the happenings that should be recorded are
the dates when animals are bred, men
hired or discharged, accidents occur,
pasture seuson begins and ends, first
and Inst frosts occur. Incubators are
set, spring work beglus and fall work
ends, seed time and harvest occur, etc.
Such notes as these, when systematically recorded and constantly referred
to. nre of much value.
The most Importunt use many farmers make of the records of cash received and paid out Is as a means of
checking up bills when sent in to see
whether all payments hnve een duly
credited. While this alone Is only a
smull part of the value which can be
derived from such records, it will frequently Justify the time required to
keep them.
When the year's record Is made the
cash account can be assembled under
hendlngs that will show exactly what
each branch of the farm activities returned In cash and what each required
to keep It going. Some farmers are
apt to Judge the importance . of the
various farm projects by the time re
quired to put them through. To such,
a complete cash record for a J'ear,
properly assembled, will be an eye
opener. Often seemingly uniuiportunt
things, such as the flock of poultry or
the orchard, produce nearly as much
net cash as the obviously Important
At some regular time each year

PREPARE GARDEN SOIL EARLY
"Planting Over" May Be Necessary
Sometimes, hut Labor Is Always
.

Well

Rewarded..

An early beginning in preparing
the land and planting gardens Is' of
France produces more tlinn 250 vari- much Importance. Regardless of the
eties of. cheese.
seasons, It Is well to get an early
start. That "planting over" may
Cypress and walnut, when used in sometimes be necessary cannot be demtact, cause each other to rot'.
nied. But little Is lost when garden
land roust be planted over, for the labor necessary to prepare the land Is
Much Is lost
always
if early maturing vegetables are planted too late. Out your garden land
ready and plant on time.

Sore

lis
Relief?

6

Cell-an- s

Hot water
Sure Relief

.

:

IHDIOCSTIQrJ

Stall Should Be Supplied With Ample
Beddlng--Sun8hl- n
and Exer
clce Are Necessary.
'

The stall In which the cow Is kept
ought to be supplied with goood bedding which when soiled should be
removed and a fresh supply added.
When the weather will permit the
cow should be allowed to remain outside of the barn and not kept confined all the time during the few weeks
she Is resting from milk secretion.
Sunshine, fresh air and exercise are
quite necessary to the well being of
any mother during the period of gestation aud the dairy cow is no
BE CAREFUL WITH LANTERNS
Little, Flickering Flame Has It In Its
Power to Destroy Anything of
Inflammable Character.

Although the' English sparrow ha
beneficial habits It Is considered a peat by competent authorities.

hi

n

mm
1
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Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for
31 years, and proved safe by millions. Say "Bayer"J

9

v.

SAFETY FIRST! Accept only an "unbroken package" of
genuine "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin," which contains proper directions for Headache, Earache, Toothache, Neuralgia, Colds, Rheumatism, Neuritis, Lumbago, and pain generally. Strictly American
Handy tin boxe of 12 tablets eoet but a few cente Larger packages.
1

la the trad mark of Bajrsr Manufaetur of

ta

MotKaotloaaldtsr of SallC7llrel4
Uncle Ab says : If you have a grouch,
History will repeat Itself except
hold It till after the next meul; feedwhen you are trying to remember
ing may tame It.
dates.

Take a good dose of Carter's littl? Liver
rCLj then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.
They cleanse your system of all waste matter
and Restate Year Dowels. Mild-- as easy to
take as SUgar. Genun bear ilgnaturtstZggrf
Snail Pill Small Dose. Small Price.

A : J ITTLf

Oil

,

LEFT THE HONORS BALAi '.ZD

States' Debts Increase.
In 31 of the 43 states the revenues

President Had by No Means exceeded the expenditures for governmental costs, Including interest on
the Best of "Guessing" Contest
and outlays for permanent
Which He Began.
improvements, by $,r)0,192,314, or 71.6
The president of an Indiana colleee cents per capita. In the remaining 17
In a talk to teachers told them that the revenues fell below the espendl- -'
many teachers did not wish to be rec tures by $15,378,240, or 43.8 cents per
ognized as teachers, and In an effort capita, and In five of tjiese 17 states
to illustrate his remark told the fol- sufficient revenues were not collected
to meet current expenses and interlowing experience he had :
"I was ..traveling West- - last sum est. Taking the 48 states as whole,
mer," he said, "and met on the train the excess .of revenue over expendian attractive young woman. In a tures was $34,814,008, or 33.1 cents
casual way I asked her where she per capita. These are among the Interesting facts brought out In a retaught school. She hastily replied:
V hy,
how do you know that I port entitled "Financial Statistics of
States, 1019," Issued by Director Sam
teach school?' "
"Presently I said: 'What do von L. Itogers of the bureau of the census.
teach?' I had simply guessed she was Department of Commerce.
a teacher, find later found out that
"
she was a teacher of romance lan
Discriminates.
guages in the East. In an effort to
Scene Little Mary taking a huge
get even with me,' I presume, she mouthful of orange.
- '
said:
Mother (horrified) Why,
Mary,
"'And what do you suppose I took don't swallow tlint whole.
you for?'"
Mary What
Little
hole? Penn
"'Well,' I said, 'I really don't know. State Froth.
What was it?' ".
"'An undertaker,' she retorted."
Authoritative.
Gus Father, where do you find a
A Surprise.
bight of wnter?
j hoy. after growing ud. Is alwnva Father Don't ask stupid questions!
greatly surprised to find that the mem Near the mouth of a river, of course I
bers of a brass band don't play for
London Answers.
the fun of it.
The Mafia originated in Sicily La
Your setbacks should set your teetfi. the "middle ages.
College

t

'.

jTT.

J

These are the days of lanterns in
the barn night and morning.- - It Is
well to remember that this little, flickering flame has Id It Hie power to destroy your home and all you have
brought together In a lifetime. So
never set It down In the barrj, but
hang It up securely. A wire running
the length of the barn with a common
harness snap on It, makes a safe hold,
er. Better still, Is an electric light
system -
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RULES TO PREVENT

CHOLERA

Hog Raisers Who Do Not Vaccinate
Must Observe Some Plan to Keep
Disease Away.

,lL..jJUiiriL: 1 .ilhttfgr r Li
Grocers Used To Wonder

Many small-scal- e
hog raisers and a
few who raise hogs on a large scale do
'
not vaccinate. A few general rules
must be observed by such stock
raisers or cholera will get into their
herd.
Big Posts Are Best.
Is no economy to split fence posts
too small. They rot out much more
quickly than la.'ger ones. No post
should be used If less than four or
five inches through where It goes in-

why some of their tea and
coffee trods switched to

fwsmu? POS SUM

It

to the ground.
Wood
for
Care
lot
Clean and Smooth Plumage.
A woodlot needs careful attention,
plumage of poultry should be
The
espe'clully In cutting out the more un
clean and Bmooth, as a lack of condidesirable trees and the pests, such tion often accompanies soiled, roughas grape vines.
ened plumage.
ninny
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Dissatisfaction Caused by Use of Re
ceptacles
Not
Sufficiently
8trong Enough. -
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Make Use of Fanning Mill.
Get out your funning mill and clean
your seed gtuius. Clean seed pays.
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i'lany of them understand
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Tney use Poctum in their cr.m
families and find a big gain in

health, and

come economy,

with no loss in satisfaction
"There's a Hear on for
Postum instead cf cofFca
ly iWarni Cereal Co,Inc,
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OIL SPRAY SOLVES

PROBLEM

Shifting Sand Dunes Form Serious
Obstacle to Improved Road
Making In Northwest.

e.ra

Shifting sand dunes which cover
up a highway soon after It Is com
pleted have formed a serious obstacle
to Improved road building In some
parts of the country, particularly In
the Northwest. To remedy the evil
liver and straighten you Bp better and the bureau of public roads of the
quicker than nasty calomel and withUnited States Department of Agricul
out making yon Kick, you just go back ture has employed a" more extensive
and get your money.
application of the .agency that has
If you take calomel today you'll be been used In the post to lay dust on
besick and nauseated tomorrow;
ordinary highways oil.
sides. It may salivate you, while If
Fifty-thremiles of construction of
you take Dodson's Liver Tone you will the Columbia
river highway from The
wake up feeling great, full of ambi- Dalles eastward lies through sandy
tion, and ready for work or play. It's
harmless, pleasant and sate to give
to children; they like It. Adv..

Quaker Minister Is
Grateful to Tanlac

Vou Cannot Gripe, Sicken, or Salivate Yourself If You
Take "Dodson's Liver Tone" Instead
Calomel salivates
It's mercury.
Calomel acts like dynamite on a sluggish liver. 'When calomel comes Into
contact with sour bile It crashes Into
It, rousing cramping and nausea.
If you feel bilious, headachy, constipated and all knocked out. Just go
to your druggist and get a bottle of
Dodson's Liver Tone for a few cents,
which Is harmless vecetnble substl-tut- e
for dangerous calomel. Take a
BMonfnl and If It' doesn't start your
1
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profitable ss grain growing. Successes as wonderful
",jr
as fhtwe from growinu whrat, oats, birley, and flax have been
in
-"V
raising Horaaa, Cattle, Bheap and Hog a. Briiiht, sunny climate,made
nutrit- Brasses, Rood water, enormous fcxtoer crops these spell success to the
X
fanner and stock raiser. And remember, you can buy cn easy tsrma
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Farm
Land at 15 to 30fromAnto Acre
to that
20 48 buahtlft
tiu

which through many years
yielded
JnnrJ equal
icj in aor
grazing lana Convenient to 1
i
nese
Kisiui laiini i prcporuonaceiy low prices, i
lands t
every rural
convenience: eood flrhonlt. rhurrhM. mafia, i
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Foe llloftrstad Htvratora with maps and particular rormrdfos reduced
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EEWITT, 2012 Mala Street, KANSAS CITY, KO.
Canadian Government
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If you want to Ret back to the farm, or to farm on a lamer
ecale than is possible under your present conditions. Investi.
tat what fcVeetarn Canada has to offar you.
I
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OPTIMISTIC STRAIN

NOT

"TRENCH" OF BAYONETS

A

Millionaire Bought "Laundry" Instead
of "paunch ,' but He Refuses to
Be Discouraged.

True Story of Famous Incident at
Verdun, Which French Bravery
Has Made Immortal.

Millionaires are supposed to lean toward a philosophic pessimism, but
there la one who Is evidently a genuine optimist.
lie met a friend, and said: "Come
and see my new steam laundry."
The friend ' was somewhat Surprised.
"I didn't know you went In for that
eort of thing," he said.
"I don't, as a rule," replied the millionaire. "I bought this one quite by
mistake. It was the auctioneer's fault
I hadn't time to get a catalogue, and
I thought he said steam launch I So
I nodded, and they lauded me with
It."
That millionaire Is going to make
.
that laundry pay I

The scaffolding has now been taken
down from the monument over the famous "Trench of the Bayonets" at
Verdun which President Mlllerand has
Inaugurated.
But the term "trench"
Is a misnomer.
The true story la

this:

n

p

g

.

An Improved Road In the Northwest.

country, In many places of a volcanic
ash as light as flour. As fast as cuts
are opened up and fills made In this
light soil the wind whips out the fill
slopes and sand dunes creep Into rock
cuts, completely blocking the road,
Oil Is the only agency yet found to
stop the trouble. The equipment used
to spray, the crude oil consists of two
supply tanks, or drums,! in which the
oil Is curried from the storage tank
at the railway siding, and a tractor,
which draws the oiling rig and sup
plies the steam through a hose to the
compressor tank,- - which Is carried on
a trailer. The oil la heated by the
steam and forced through a hose with
a nozzle consisting of a half-incpipe.
The steam atomizes the oil and sends
it In a fine spray for 100 feet or more,
depending on whether the spray Is
projected In the direction of the wind
cr against It. For obvious reasons,
spraying is usually carried on In the
direction of the wind.
Where sufficient oil Is used, this
means of controlling the sand dunes
Is very effective, and it is believed
that the cost will not be excessive,
though exact figures are not obtain
able at this time.

are combined in

as in no otner
prepared cereal food
Its rich, nut-lik-e

,;
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flavor attracts

and its nourishing Qualities
are staunch. Unlilcs most pre- pared cereals, Grape Nut3
needs no added sweetening
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Parker Moon

Nearly everybody In Southwest Missouri either knows or has heard of
the Rev. Parker Moon, who for a full
half century has devoted his life and
talents to Sunday school and organi-aatlxwork for the Society of Friends
or Quakers.
"Uncle Parker," as he Is more familiarly known, came from fine old rugged Quaker stock, and there Is not a
better known or more highly respected citizen In that part of the state.
In referring to his remarkable res
toration to health by Tanlac, he said :
"About five years ago I suffered
a general breakdown. Mr Drinclnal
trouble was nervous Indigestion. My
ppetlte was very poor and my food
leldora agreed with me, and I had to
five on a very restricted diet. I suffered a great deal from headaches
and dizzy spells; I had severe pains
across the small of my back and was
badly constipated most of the time.
Ill fact, I was so weak and rundown
I was not able to attend to my duties.
NEW AND GOOD ROADS BUILT
"This condition made irfe very nerv
ous and I could not sleep at night.
Needs of Commercial Interests, of Frequently I would lie awake most
Tjsurlsts as Well as Farmer,
all night and was In fhot condition
Have Been Considered.
more or less for five years. My phy.
slclan said he could not do anything
Wonderful progress is being made fcr me and suggested a change of
in constructing a great network of
The Writer and the Reader.
good roads throughout the country.
Care should be taken, not that the
The heeds of commercial Interests, of
tourist," as well as the farmer, have reader may understand if he will, but
been consulted In designing this sys that he must understand, whether he
tem. It has long been a reproach will or not. Qulntillan.
that American roads were Inferior to
Bossy people are permitted to take
those of most European countries but
this condition of affairs U now being ill the. responsibility.
corrected. In 1010 the government
appropriated $75,000,000 to be spent
In five installments, the last of which,
amounting to $25,000,000, was to be
released July I, 1919, and this has
since been Increased by an additional
$200,000,000. Up to May 1 plans had
been approved for building 27,070
miles of road or nine times the distance from New York to San Francisco and of this 13,540 were actually
under constructior. Boys' Life.

climate. I then moved to Texas an4
went back and forth three times, bat
did not get the relief I had hoped for.
Finally, I got so bad off I was not
able to get around with any degree
of comfort. I was also told I ha
heart trouble.
"I had read about Tanlac and, as It
had been very highly recommended
to me, I decided to try it. I got a
bottle mid had taken only a few doses
until I could notice a marked Improvement In my condition. I noticed
especially that I was not troubled any,
more with sour stomach after eating,
which was a great relief.
"I kept on taking Tanlac until I
fully regained my health. My app.
tlte Is splendid ; I enjoy my meals and
I do not And It necessary now to take
any laxative medicines of any kind.
I can sleep much better and am not
nearly so nervous.
"I take great pleasure In recom.
mending Tanlac to anyone who needs
a good system builder, or who "suffers
with stomach trouble. I have recom
mended Tanlac to a great many of my
friends and am pleased to reach others
by giving this statement for publication."
Tanlac Is sold by leading druggists
everywhere.
A

Snobleigh

Poor Stick.

"Aw, what did you find
out about my fumily tree?" Gene-

alogist

was

"The

a

Many a small boy grows up to be
little big num.

Kill That Cold Vith
CASCARA
for

TEST DURABILITY

The Sturdy Fooduues
. cf Wheat and malted bailey
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survivors of two "Breton
battalions were holding the line there,
not In a trench, but .n a series of
shcllkoles, nearly regularly spaced and
aligned. JThe men were so packed that
when aui were wounded they were un
able to fall down, while f,or security
they held their rifles, with fixed bay
onets In the air.
During the whole of June 11, 12 and
33, 1916, a terrible artillery duel raged
round them.
Cuught between the
French and German barrage fires, one
More Widows Than Widowers.
According to the United States cen- by one the men died, while the burst
sus of lfl20, there are In this country Ing (shells burled them under waves of
ground. When the scene could
at this time 3,170,000 widows and only torn-u1,471,300 widowers.
This Indicates be visited all that remained was a
that the chances are, on the uvemge, line of bayonets protruding from the
two to one that a man wlli pass away ground. Continental Edition of the
before his 'wife. The main reason for l.pndun Mail.
this condition of affairs Is that the
wife Is genwally several 'yours youngProfitable Business.
er than the hsubaiid, and then, too,
In the Kwttinps of Florida ttii huntmortality ing of "bee trees" Is a profitable busiet the ages above fifty-th- e
rate for men Is much higher than for ness. Ilecord of wild honey deposits
women. liankers' Lifu bulletin.
of more than 300 pounds In hollow
trees has been noted. The- - trees are
located by hunters who follow the
Natural Proceeding.
Jinks Hulloa! Been fitdilni, old flight of the bees. It requires keen
eyesight and a compass.
tnnn? What did you catch?
Biuks The first train home I
That Came Later.
Those who possess the highway to
"Did you hurt yourself much when
the Kut have 'the treasures of the "the branch broke?"
world.
. "Not until I reached the ground.".,.
Fifty-seve-
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ROADS

Government Bureau of Road Building
Has Constructed Stretch of Road.
way at Arlington.
In order to accurately determine the
durability of the various kinds of roadway, the government bureau of road
building has constructed a stretch ol
roadway at Arlington representing
all the different methods of road building, and over this a heavy machine is
drawn back and forth..by cable. This
is supposed to reproduce the action of
vehicles passing over it and the results are carefully noted and compared. The result of the operations
will be used as a guide to the expenditure of nearly $.'100,000,000 which will
be made under government auspices.
Odd Job for Tractor.
One of the odd Jobs on many farms
whtjre tractors are operated, la the
dragging of the private roads with
either a home-mad- a
or manufactured
grader.

Colds, Cough.

y

QUININE

tomVV

AND

La Grippe

Neglected Colds are Dangerous
Take no chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first Aeexe.
Breaks up a cold in 24 hours
Relieves
Grippe In 3 days Excellent for Headache
Quinine In this form does not affect the head Cucara Is brat Tonic
Lajwtive No Opiate In Hill's.

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT
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THE KENNA. FECORD
"No? Is that so. Johnny? Pnliyi
for you. you old wampus cat Tell'
Don Juan to steer you over to the
Globo de Oro. He knows the place.
I've got to go and hire a mule or
some other quadruped for Don Juani
If we're to avoid a late start In the
morning. Good night old fellow."
They were up at daybreak, and'
with three heavily laden pack mules
mozos,
d
In charge of two
while the cook Jogged comfortably
.
along on his big "splay feet In the rear,
tbey set out for Billy's concession.
Copyright by Peter B. Kyne
For 80 miles they followed the highway, and then debouched to the southwest along a neglected rond Just wide
ut-lView ot his high professional cheers for. Don Juan Cafeterol" Do-- ; make good on my promise to present enough to accommodate the clumsy
CHAPTER XI Continued.
standing I let hliu have It for a nickel lores cried. "Was It a terrible task to you to 'your brother the day he oc- ox carts of the peons. The country
12
Ilowevcr, If I was sparsely settled and evidently givshare. I Imagine he still has It. I come back without a drink, Don Juan?" cupies the palace.
Dolores' voice broke In upon his cunkangaroo shouldn't be In town that day, Just en over to stock raising.
ning reflections. "But Billy tells me bought bacn later all the other stock
lie shivered. "A shky-blu- e
was wit' a pink tall an' green ears Chased go up and Introduce yourself to him.
sold, because the property
you already have a fortune sufficient
Darkness had descended on the valIt's been wondorfu! to, have met you ley by the time they had pitched camp
for the needs of a caliph without a orthless, and In order to be a sport me Into this patio, ma'am."
offered him $500 for his block, but
"You're very brave, Cafferty. now and known you, even for such a brief at the claim.
They were up at
fcourt. Why risk your precious life to
period. I shall never forget you and dawn the following morning, however,
Acquire more? Money Isn't everything he thought I was trying to swindle does It feel to win back your
him and ankeJ $5,000."
the remarkable 24 hours Just parsed." and Immediately after breakfast Jack
Webster asked him.
In life."
"Oh, Caliph 1"
"Bcggtn tne young leddy's pardon
"I shall not soon forget them my Webster went to his duffle bag and'
"No, but the game Is."
"Wonderful game, Isn't It this
It feels like bell, sor."
self, Caliph nor you," she,aded. brought forth a dozen little canvas
"What game? Mining?"
game of life. Bo sweet wnen a
"Caliph, don't be cruel," Dolores "Haven't you been a busy little cup sacks and a prospector's hammer.
"The game of life."
takling chances! Now that I am pleaded. "Call a waiter and give Don of tea, Caliph
Within 24 hours after "Now then, William, my son," he
"But this Is the (tame of death."
'
landing, you have changed your mind
"light the lantern and we'll
"Which makes life all the sweeter fairly prosperous again, the only thing Juan what you promised him."
So Webster went Into the hotel bar three times, lost the best Job In the see If you've forgotten all. I taught
If I can beat the game. Perhaps I can la life thut really matters Is the unbetter Illustrate my point of view with certainty as to whether, when finally and returned presently with a bftttle world, had your fortune told, been you about mining."
do leave Sobrante, I shall ride to of brandy and a glass, which he filled marked for slaughter, acquired a newstory. Some years ago I was sent
, They clambered up the dump to a
to Arizona to examine a mining prop- - the steamship landing In a hack or a aud held out toward Don Juan. "One found friend and commenced actively point where two light steel rails proof the paradoxes of existence, Don and with extraordinarily good results jected over the edge. Ou top of the
.erty and report upon It; If I advised hearse."
But you could go In a hack this Juan," he observed, "lies In the fact the work of reforming him, soused a dump, lying beside the. rails, were two
Its purchase, my principals were prepared to buy at my valuation. Well, morning and avoid that uncertainty." that so many of the things In life that gentleman In the fountain, spurned small, rusty, steel ore cars; the rails
"The millionaire drudge I told you are good for us are bad fof us. This another with the tip of your boot, led ffom the edge of the dump to the
I arrived, I found a miserable
shanty close to a shaft and du.np, and of could have gone to live In a pretty Jolt will disperse the menagerie and rode wLfh me around the Malecon and mouth of a tunnel la the hillside and'
villa on the Riviera, but she chose a quiet your nerves, but nevertheless It listened to the band concert, bundled disappeared therein.
In the shanty I found a weather-bea- t
Is n nail In your coflln."
poor Billy off to Sah Miguel de PadWebster stood a moment, looking ,
en couple. The woman was probably miner's hoarding house,
Webster, accompanied by his pro ua, discovered my brother presumed around him, "How did you happen to,
why,"
you
persisted,
"did
'Then
she
had
man
forty but looked fifty. The
leave the United States with the firm tege, strolled uptown on a shopping to be dead, and received a reprieve locate Uils ledge?" he demanded.
never been anything but a hard-roctour. Here he outfitted Don Juan from your enemies, while they perWas It grass root stuff, with an out
miner $4 a day had been the llraft of intention oi remaining in sobrante la neatly
but not gaudily and added to fect new plans for destroying you. cropping here at the foot of the bill?
his earnings in any one day until, he definitely, change your mind before
high
two
own
personal
effects
his
Really, you ate quite a caliph."
No, of course, It wasn't. You haven't
((tumbled on Some float traced It up, you were here eight hours, and cable
three large-ca- l
"Oh, there's a dash of speed In the enough ore on the dump. What the
pnd located the claims I was there to this Neddy Jerome person you would power sporting rifles,
plen
old horse yet, Miss Ruey," be assured devil were you drivlog at?" '
return In CO or 00 days and the fol iber automatic pistols, and a
examine and try to buy.
tlful supply of ammunition after
laughingly. "Now listen ; don't tell
"Only a small portion of that dump
"Ills wife had been a miner's daugh lowingI"morning decide to remain, aft which he returned to the hotel, first her
anybony about your brother, and don't Is mine, Jack, and I didn't locnte the '
ter, knowing nothing but drudgery and er all
a
to
Don
bar
having
Juan
conducted
"My dear young lady, If I changed
tell Billy about my adventures since ground originally. I came Into this
poverty and continuing that existence
ber shop and given hlra instructions he left for San Miguel de Padua."
valley from the south, and as I worked
after marriage. For 20 years she had m? clothes as often as I change my to report for orders and his mid-da- y
"But I'm not liable to see Billy -- " up the range, I found a bald spot
chaps
been darning her husband's socks, mind, the
acdrink the Instant h3 should have
"Yes, you are Extremely liable. I'm close-t- o
the too of the bill, and a gal- -'
washing his clothes, and cooking his that manufacture a certain brand of quired the outward evidences of re
to send him back to you as soon lows frame over en abandoned shaft.
going
me
dressed."
keep
clothes
couldn't
the
they
uncovered
meals. Even after
spectability.
as I can spare him, because I know Naturally, 1 went down the shaft to
"But why?"
ledge. It wasn't worth any more than
At the hotel Webster found two
"That," he answered grp.voly, "Is a messages awaiting him. One was from you'll be lonesome and bored to death see why It. had been abandoned. To
the country rock to them unless they
In this lonesome town, and Bill Is my surprise, I found a
vela
could sell It,' because the man had secret.
Billy Geary, up at San Miguel de Pad- bully good company. And I don't want of
g
ore, on a
beto
money
men's
ability
pry
Into
nor
to
delight
the
the
"Women
neither
ua, advising him that everything was you to tell him about the mess I'm tween andesite and Siluriancontact
limestone.
develop It himself. lie even tacked secrets."
In readiness for a trip to the mine; In, because It would only worry hlm; The ledge stood
straight up and down.
the ability to sell It, I cause It re"I know It Had a friend once
the other was a note from Rlcardo
can't aid me, and the knowledge which seemed to argue great depth."
quires real ability to unload any kind married. Every night after dlnnor he Ruey, but signed with bis alias of he
that I was In any danger, real or
"Somebody had found an outcrop
of a mine for $1,000,000, and real used to sit and stare Into the fire and Andrew Bowers. Webster read t
fancied, would be sufficient to cause ping on top of thnt hill," Webster de- nerve on the Dart of the man who his wife used to ask him what be was
'
my
against
Friend ;,
plans
"Dear
for his cinrea wun conviction,
hlra to rebel
sunk a
buys. I examined the mine, decided thinking about lie would look up at
has been con boneym for his vacation, ne'd In shaft on the vein to open "and
"A certain higher-u- p
It up and deIt was cheap at $1,000,000, and so re her owllshly and tell her It was some vinced
that It would be extremely In sist on sticking around to protect me." termine its width and direction. And
ported to my principals. They wired thing he couldn't explain to her, be advisable
to eliminate you now. It Be looked down at her little hand
me to close, and so I took, a
cause she'd never understand It and has been pointed out fo this person where ft rested In his, so big and what did you do, Bill?"
I got my transit and ran a Una
option In order to verify the title,
was
Unit
all he would tell her, al that you are a prom, clt up in your brown and hard; with his free hand
"Well, time passed, and one bright though right frequently, I dare say, neck of the woods and dangerous to he patted her hand paternally. "Good- - from the shaft on the hill, following
day I rode up to that shanty with a he felt like telling her some things monkey with personally and because by, Seeress," be said again ; and turn the direction In which the ledge was
She brooded such monkeying may lead to unpleas- ing to the steps, he leaped aboard running, and marked out the exact
deed and a certified check for $1,000,' she could understand?
point toward the base of the hill whera.
,000 In my pocket; whereupon I dls over his secret until she couldn't stand ant complications with your paternal
Just as the train started to move out
would start my tunnel to cut the
covered the woman had had a change it any more, and one day she packed government. A far more artistic and of the station.
To my surprise, I discovered
ledge.
of heart and bucked over the traces, her duds aud flew home to mother, effective way of raising hell with you
"Goo good-bCaliph," she called my predecessor had selected that
No, slreel She would not sign thet lie let her stay there three months, has been suggested to this higher-u- p
mournfully. Then to herself: "Bless
So I verified my calthere deed and Inasmuch as the claim and finally one duy he sent her a blue Individual, and he has accepted It In- his heart, he did remember I'd be Identical spot
and
then
sat down to think
culations
thinking
print
of
he'd
been
what
slgna
property,
her
(was community
deed, the plan pleased him so much terribly lenely, after all. lie Isn't a It over. I
remembered that frequent
tjire was vitally necessary. She asked about."
he laughed quite heartily. Real- bit queer, but oh, dear, he Is so ex and violent earthquakes occur In this
that
"What was It?'
me so many questions, however, as to
ly, It is quite diabolical, but remem- asperating.
I could bump bis kind country, and It seemed to me a reaengine. You ber, he who labghs last laughs best
"An
fthe size of the stamp mill we would
old head against a wall I" --She turned sonable hypothesis to blame some anInstall and how many miners would see, until she left hini, bed never and I'm the villain In this sketch.
her back on the train, fearful that cient and particularly vtolent seismic
been able to get set to figure out
be employed on the Job, that flnully
"Barring accidents, my dear Web- from whee he clung on the steps he disturbance, which had faulted
the
Inlet
the
something
with
connection
la
saw the light and tried a shot In the
ster, you are good for at least six could, even nt that distance, see the vein and set It over a considerable
" .
I
dark. "My dear Mrs. Skaggs," I said, valves
Beyond
that
weeks
existence.
of
sudden rush of tears that blinded her. distance. According to my calcula
"Stop right there, Caliph. I'm re- - dare not guarantee you.
"If you'll sign this deed and save us
However, Don Juan Cafetero, with his tion, that other mau should have cut
get
to
set
vou
let
huked.
I'll
option
over
a
this
all
lot of litigation
"Thine,
rubicund nose to the window of the the vein at 83 feet yet he had gone
"
me,
think
"ANDREW BOWERS."
5'ou and your husband have given
coach, did see them saw her oS 102 before quitting. So I got halt
last
me
"I didn't mean that You let
I'll do something handsome. I will
recipient
nice,"
grope
the
toward the carriage waiting to a dozen peons and drove ahead IS
makes.lt
'That
on my word of honor I'll give you the get set yesterdry and I figured It all of this comforting communication so- take ber back to the hotel.
feet on the other fellow's tunnel; and
'exclusive boarding house privilege at out then and last night and a mm liloquized,
'Why, shure, the poor darllnt's cry- - by Heck, Johnny, ,1 cut the vela I"
lie weut up to his room,
more
any
do
ago.
to
care
doo't
I
uto
this mine."
packed a duffle bag with such belong- In'," he reflected. "Be the Great Gun
"Bully boy! And then?"
'
thinking today. Please talk to me.
"And what did she say, Caliph?"
ings as he would find necessary dur- an Athlone! Shure I fought all along
"I drifted ten feet on the vein, end
you
why
me
you
to
tell
refuse
"And
pen,,
Mr.
me
mountains,
stay
In the
the
ing a prolonged
"She said: 'Glvd
'twas Billy Geary she had her eye on the ore suddenly gave out. It stopped
fWebster, and please excuse my hand. cabled your friend, Jerome?"
and at Ipncheon was fortunate enough
God love him I An' be tbo same Just like that, proving I'd come to
you
'
I
told
never
You
will
know.
to find Dolores In the dining room token, didn't she tell me I was to the upper end of the vein where It
writing; I'm that nervous In business
a
It's secret."
when be entered.
matters.' "
shtay sober an' take care ar Mlshter bad faulted ; so I Just worked up and
"Bet you I find out"
"I'm going up to San Miguel de Pad- Webster.
I'll around,- - stopelng "and pinking a winze
Weill
Dolores' silvery laughter rippled
"How much? That $10,000 you ex ua this afternoon," be announced as say nothln an' I'll be neuthral, but
through the room. "But I don't see
here and there, until Just about the
la be took bis seat A look of extreme
pect to make from the flour-gol"
but
ithe point," she protested
time my cash reserve was getting pretyour black-san- d
claim? And, by the anxiety clouded her lovely face, and but
From which It may be Inferred" that ty low I picked up the true vela and
"We will come to It presently.
way, $10, please. I won It for guess- he noticed
It "Oh, there's no risk," romance was not yet burned out of opened It up for the full width. Coma
iwas merely explaining one person's ing you were Interested la a mining
he hastened to assure her. "That Don Juan's Gaelic soul. Ho would be In, and I'll show you.
You would not, of proposition."
jpoint of view.
scamp of a brother of yours, through
They entered the tunnel, to the sigicourse. expect me to ha e the same
to him the bill she had his friends In high places, has man- "neuthral." but but but be re nal dismay of dozens of large bats.
She
returned
Skaggs
Art
of
Mrs.
point of view as
won from him the day before. "Ten aged to get me a reprieve." lie hand- served the right to butt In!
Wheji they reached the vein, Webster
ona."
thousand dollars suits me. Of course, ed her Rlcardo's letter.
broke oft samples of (he ore every
.
XII.
CHAPTER
"Certainly not.
I haven't got the money Just now, and
She looked up, much relieved, from
throe or four feet, crawled after Billy
In 1907, this Is what Billy calls a finger bet
"All right I Listen to this
her perusal. "And bow long do you
Arrived at San Miguel de Padua up through the stope and back to tha
st the heiuht of the boom times In but If I lose, I guarantee to pay. Are expect
to be gone, Caliph?"
about midnight Webster found the true vein, from the face of which ha
Goldfleld. Nev.. I was worth $1,000,000, we betting even money? I think that
"Quite a while. I'll he busy around climate temperate,' In fact decidedly also took numerous samples; then bo
On the first day of October I could Is scarcely fair.
the
clrcuni
Under
a couple cool. Billy was waiting for them and crawled out Into the sunshine again,
have cashed In my mining stocks for stances I should be entitled to odds." that dratted concession for
of weeks, surveying and assaying and was properly amazed, but not scan hot, dirty, and perspiring.
$1.000,000 and I had a lot of cash In
"Nothing doing! No odds on a bet wbat-all- ;
"Billy, you'll be a real miner yet;
then, while waiting for our dallzed when Don Juan Cafetero,
ibank, too. But I'd always worked so of this nature to a seeress who has al
machinery
and supplies to arrive from abusing the station hands In a horrl see if you won't" was all the pralsa
my
poor
so
long
that
'hard and been
me
verm!
to
ready
from soul
my
Jarred
wealth didn't mean anything to me, form appendix by making good! You the United States, I shall devote and ble hodgepodge of English and Spaa he tendered his youthful partner,
standing beside hlra In anticipation-- of
spare time to bunting and fishing
1 wanted the exclusive privilege of know
Ish, superintended the landing of tli
already,
and
blamed
much
too
The
Don
a compliment as Webster got out bis
Cafetero.
Juan
more slavery, and so I staked a copper how you discovered It Is a problem reformlnir
baggage on. the platform.
portuble assuy outfit
cool hills for mine."
prospect, which later I discovered to that may drlv me crazy yet."
"I had to bring him with me,"
proFor three days Webster worked,
unsociable
selfish,
a
"What
country
of
acres
.consist of uncounted
eiBlained. "I'm going to wean determining
After breakfast they repaired to the gram I" she reflected. "I wonder If
the values of each samcopper
of
$23 wortn
cry
.rock and about
baby
quits
him,
that
and
after
.
. .
to await the result of Web- It will occur to him to come down
.
.. . oraer
m , rw
V AIM
ple, only to find that his assays contn save
Bill
,S!Bin.
me.
in
Ing
i uiu mym veranda
believe
his
bottle,
for
experiment with Don Juan Cafe-terhere once In a while and take me for
own assessment work, drove a pick ster's
for firmed Billy's. "You were right son,"
Sure enough, the wreck had again a drive on the Malecon aud talk to we'll have the prince of a foreman Don
ho finally announced. "This mine la
Into my foot, developed blood poison returned,
Is
on the edge of me to keep me from dying of ennui our mine. Quite a character,
was
seated
he
a humdinger and no mistake! If you
and
was
nice
hospital,
and
to
f.ent the
them ; as they before I meet Rlcardo, I'll wait and IJuan, when you dig down luto him." and I live ten years we'll be. worth
.helpless when the panic came along the veranda watting for
and
ruin
enough
Into
"Dig
that
far
he held up a grimy, quiv- see If he suggests It"
$10,000,000 between us maybe mow,",
the middle of the month. The bank approached,
you'll find fire crackers," Billy aduilt
In the palm of which lay
Billy's Jaundiced eyes glowed hunHowevei, for reasons best known to
went bust, and, my ready cash went ering hand.
John, I'm afraid he grily.
r
gold piece.
a
"We'll put In a hundred
himself and the reader, Mr. Webster ted. "However,
with It: I couldn't give my mining
Mr, Webster said, amazed. made no such Interesting suggestion; won't explode. The powder's damp.
"What?"
I
away.
was
Everybody
knew
stocks
you leave Dolores?"
"Well, we'll try ten for a starter,"
so she decided that while he was tre- How did
a pauper everybody, but the doctor. "Still unchanged!"
a fiddle. Bill."
as
"Fit
change
half
at
dozen
It
a
to.
"I
thiitd
Webster Interrupted dryly, "and adl
nevertheless,
was,
mendously
nice, he
le persisted In regarding me as a mil
"How does she stack up on better more as the mine puys Its way. It's
lonalre and sent me a bill for $3,000. cantlnas," Don Juan wheezed, "but a very queer man end thoroughly ex
acquaintance, Johnny?"
the sweetest mining proposition ou
Why, dlvll a bit av systlm did any uv thlin asperating.
"How- perfectly outrageous!
sen
eplggoty
.She
la
only, like all high-clas- s
gooJii,
offered
this
a
lass.
nut
Wan
"She's
skookura
pullod
have.
earth
before
the
train
me.1
Just
sue
him
would
let
I
have
r:."ph,
you
bend
y
to
money
offered
promised
an'
one
love
It
the
other
flaw when you examine It
and
I
has
her
an'
Dolores'
that
took
John
Webster
Stuart
I
didn't,
"I would have, too but
"Oood-by- ,
Seeresa," he said bock to her P. D. Q. So don't bother closely."
:,
him to. settle for $100,000 sure If I'd taken the best that was hand.
l
ye might have very soberly. "The trail forks here me with talk about her. You'll see
"You're crazy," Billy challenged.
.;,
i of stock In my copper prospect offered me In exchange,
"Kama the fiuwl"
t'ouKht I'd tuk more nor wua
for the Brut tlrpo polb!y the last, her again lu a week or tea days,
value was $1 a share, and
(TO 1115 CONTINUED.) ' "Bravo I Three long, loud, raucgus although I'll try t be on hand to hope."
to sell a block at 10 cents.
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